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Summary and recommendations

This report from the Disability Workstream of Glasgow City Council’s Social Recovery Task Force, supported by a researcher from University of Glasgow’s Centre for Disability Research, makes recommendations to remove barriers to disabled peoples’ participation in key areas of life in Glasgow. The Disability Workstream held an online co-design event on 22 April 2021 involving disabled people, public service and third sector workers, and disabled peoples’ organisations (DPOs). Participants gave real-world examples of barriers and enablers to participation in public services. They also highlighted participation in Glasgow’s wider public realm, discussed digital and real-world participation, and considered the diversity of disabled people. Alongside other evidence, these themes inform the report recommendations.

In this report, participation means the **active and direct involvement by disabled people in the planning, delivery and evaluation of services and interventions**. This means empowerment of disabled people on the one hand, and the benefit/obligation for services of gaining access to disabled peoples’ expertise on the other. These are compatible with long-established Independent Living, community empowerment and citizenship principles.

There are three layers of participation: micro-level (participation at the individual level), macro-level (participation in systems, services, and policymaking) and meso-level (the collective empowerment of disabled people, notably through DPOs, alongside the empowerment of the public service workforce). The meso-level is the superglue that enables disabled people to equally participate at the micro-level and macro-levels.

The findings highlight that equal participation means disabled people always being included from the start of any given activity or process. The report finds that to achieve equal participation by disabled people, the aims of Glasgow’s Community Plan, and the work of public services, need to include the following:

- Building a disability-inclusive Glasgow, post-Covid
- Fulfilling equality and human rights principles and obligations
- Enabling public services and DPOs to work together (meso level) to actualise change and empowerment for officers and disabled people at micro and macro levels
• Empowering public service leaders to engage DPO leaders to lead and embody the change (‘be the change they want to see in the world’)

• Supporting disabled people to participate in all areas of the public realm

• Developing inclusive digital approaches to complement inclusive in-person approaches to participation

• Incorporating diversity and intersectionality amongst disabled people.

The report makes eight priority recommendations (section 5). This has a balance of recommended actions for CPP partners and leaders, and for disabled people and DPOs. The recommendations in this participation report interconnect with recommendations in the other three SRTF Disability Workstream reports on poverty and work, health and social care, and mental health.
**Introduction**

Coronavirus has widened inequality, with disabled people facing some of the worst impacts and unintended consequences of the pandemic and responses, supercharging inequalities they already faced. Together with GCC policy leads, cross-party elected members, and leaders from across Community Planning, the Social Recovery Task Force (SRTF) Disability Workstream aims to co-design a set of shared goals and actions for real measurable improvement towards equality and the progressive realisation of Human Rights for disabled people in Glasgow.

This report is number one of four from the Disability Workstream and has been supported by a researcher from University of Glasgow’s Centre for Disability Research. The Report makes recommendations to remove barriers to disabled peoples’ participation in key areas of life in Glasgow. In this report, participation means **active and direct involvement by disabled people in the planning, delivery and evaluation of services and interventions.**

The Disability Workstream held a co-design event on 22 April 2021, attended by 55 public service and third sector workers, and members of the Glasgow DPO Network comprising disabled peoples’ organisations (DPOs)*. Disabled people and those from public and third sectors participated in online discussions and workshops. Following the principle of the Christie Commission (2011), that the people of Scotland need to be supported and empowered to actively participate in the definition, design and delivery of their public services at all levels, the event drew on the Scottish Approach to Service Design using the following diagram:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Discover</th>
<th>Define</th>
<th>Develop</th>
<th>Deliver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Understand the problem</td>
<td>Design the solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divergent thinking</td>
<td>Convergent thinking</td>
<td>Divergent thinking</td>
<td>Convergent thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Too often we start projects here thinking we already understand the problem.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Disabled people’s expertise is too often missing from both parts of the diamond – but especially the first part, and the wrong analysis leads to the wrong solutions.

The co-design event highlighted several key themes. Alongside other evidence, these inform the recommendations of this Disability Workstream report.

---

* ‘Glasgow DPO Network’ – comprises organisations led and controlled by disabled people including: Deaf Scotland, Flourish House, Glasgow Access Panel, Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living, Glasgow Disability Alliance, Mental Health Network (Greater Glasgow), People First Scotland (Glasgow).
1. Aim and principles of this report

a. Aims

The SRTF aims to address the societal and equality impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic in Glasgow, including by (SRTF Terms of Reference 3.4):

- using data and evidence to inform clear actions, tracking and reporting
- influencing the resources of CPP partners
- recommending actions to be included in the Glasgow Community Plan.

The Disability workstream’s purpose is to make recommendations to the SRTF to ensure that post-Covid-19 recovery planning addresses the inequalities facing disabled people focusing on (15 Dec 2020 SRTF Disability Workstream meeting):

- balancing immediate actions and longer-term planning with a roadmap and progression measured in milestones
- creating enabling conditions for change by using existing levers and creating new opportunities
- building resilience for the future as well as making practical recommendations to tackle pre-existing inequalities.

b. Principles

Two principles in the SRFT Terms of Reference strongly underpin this report:

- **2.1** Human Rights and Equalities will be embedded within every aspect of decision making of the SRTF, and the wider renewal and recovery programme. The SRTF will adhere to the requirements of the Fairer Scotland Duty and Public Sector Equality Duty and will ensure these requirements are at the forefront of all discussions and when making strategic decisions.

- **2.2** The voice of communities will be heard within every aspect of decision making of the SRTF, and the wider renewal and recovery programme. Communities will be asked and supported to participate in the SRTF and its workstreams to ensure their experiences inform the design and delivery of recovery approaches.
The 22 April 2021 codesign event applied a series of further principles to shape its deliberations, which also underpin this report:

- **Collaboration**: We all bring a different piece of the puzzle to the table.
- **Community Empowerment**: Those who face barriers and inequality should be in the driving seat of efforts to tackle them.
- **Social model of disability**: ‘Disabled by society not by our bodies’: impairments and conditions are a normal part of life – inequality is not.
- **Independent Living**: After centuries of institutionalisation, disabled people fought for and won the right to exercise choice and control over their lives. Independent Living includes having self-determination and having the right systems and support to equally participate.
- **Disabled people speak for themselves**: ‘Nothing about us without us.’ Disabled peoples’ participation is best supported by capacity building, peer support and accessible information and communication - all provided by disabled people led organisations (DPOs).
- **Relationships & behaviours matter**: How we do things is as important as what we do: honesty, transparency and mutual respect as partners of equal value, are key to co-design.
- **Disability Equality will benefit everyone**: Disabled people are a high proportion of Glasgow’s population. None of the major challenges Glasgow faces today can be solved effectively without disabled people’s involvement.
2. What problem are we trying to solve?

Glasgow has lots of disabled people. 24% of Glasgow’s working age population are disabled people, rising to 64% of those aged over 65. 31% of all Glasgow residents have one or more health conditions (Glasgow HSCP, 2020).

Disabled people have been historically excluded from participation in society. They are twice as likely to experience social isolation and are disproportionately likely to encounter significant barriers in local decision making and civic life (GCPH/GDA (2021), face significant employment barriers (Scottish Government, 2021), and are nearly four times more likely to be digitally excluded (GDA, 2020, p.12). Lightbody (2017, p.22) sums this up as:

‘People with disabilities are not helped to participate usually due to the budget restrictions that many organisers face, as well as their own financial restraints, issues of accessibility, and because organisers rarely understand the challenges that people with disabilities face.’

Disabled people in Britain have been further disadvantaged by Covid-19 including in terms of physical and mental health, isolation and health and social care support (GCPH/GDA, 2021, Shakespeare et al, 2021), and in terms of additional poverty and debt (Marmot et al, 2021, p.136).

Public services have legal obligations to enable disabled people to equally participate, notably the Public Sector Equality Duty (Equality Act 2010). The forthcoming Human Rights Bill will incorporate the U.N Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities into Scottish law. Equal participation also complies with Scotland’s public service obligations:

‘Embedding disabled peoples’ participation in mainstream budget planning is crucial if we are to achieve Christie’s vision of improved participation, partnership, prevention and performance, address inequalities and improve life outcomes.’ (GDA, 2018, p.36).

Public services and society benefit from disabled peoples’ participation and empowerment:

- e.g. by proactively reaching out during Covid-19 lockdown, GDA were able to discover - and act - on the facts that 60% of their disabled peoples’ network were digitally excluded, and that 80% were unaware of local emergency support that they could access (GDA, 2020, p.12).

1https://www.understandingglasgow.com/indicators/health/trends/disability_trends_scottish_cities/overview
Even newer participation frameworks, such as PB (Lightbody & Escobar, 2021) and the Place Standard (GDA, 2019), marginalise disabled people. PB is also not designed to address city-wide and structural drivers of inequality for disabled people:

‘While welcome and important, small-scale community grants have very limited capacity to meet the needs and sustain support and participation for disabled people. Transformative change for disabled people requires the sustained participation of disabled people in resource and policy decision making in social care, employability, housing, transport, public infrastructure and other public services.’ (O’Hagan et al, 2019).

However, there is an appetite for participation amongst disabled people (GDA, 2018, 2019).

Transforming disabled peoples’ participation needs a culture and mindset step-change, and working in new, coproductive ways (Lightbody, 2017). There are examples of this:

GDA was invited to deliver online workshops on best practice in engagement with disabled people to Social Security Scotland staff in different teams across the Agency, to increase their knowledge and confidence in using accessible, effective engagement methods. Feedback included: “I don’t work directly with members of the public so good to hear how I can do more to ensure my work is relevant”; “Made me think more about how I can improve how we engage and reflect on mistakes made in the past”. More sessions are planned to be delivered.

Facilitating meaningful participation also takes resource and commitment. Lightbody (2017, p.6) captures why, instead, institutions tend to ignore disabled people:

‘The term easy-to-ignore recognises that it is more complex than groups just being hard-to-reach: these groups are ignored because it is easier than tackling the diverse and hugely complicated barriers that some people face.’

The GDA action research on participation put its finger on this: ‘Those who have valuable lived experience of complex barriers and inequality are the least able to participate in decisions about resources, precisely because of these barriers.’ (GDA, 2018, p.7).
Those complex barriers include needs for guarantees of support, transport and access in all areas of life. There are examples of resourcing participation, for example, in order to enable 60 disabled people to engage with Glasgow City Council’s PB pilots in 2018-19, GDA contributed approximately 1,500 hours of specialist support across the four pilot areas (Harkins, 2019; GDA, 2019).

Shifting mindsets and culture amongst officers at all levels towards meaningful participation by disabled people is as important as increasing funding to support participation. It is both/and, not either/or. This was particularly brought out in the 22 April codesign event.

Shifting mindsets and culture amongst officers at all levels towards meaningful participation by disabled people is as important as increasing funding to support participation. It is both/and, not either/or. This was particularly brought out in the 22 April codesign event.
3. What does the Disability Workstream mean by participation?

Participants from DPOs at the 22 April event said: ‘It’s about really deep down, being prepared to give marginalised disempowered people some power. That’s a brave and difficult thing to do.’ They also said: ‘How can our voices and participation help?’

Participation means empowerment of and meaningful involvement by disabled people on the one hand, and the benefit/obligation for services of gaining access to disabled peoples’ expertise on the other. These are compatible with long-established Independent Living, community empowerment and citizenship principles: reciprocity, choice and control. In order for public services to be better delivered, and for disabled people to attain full citizenship alongside the rest of the population, meaningful participation by disabled people needs to be successfully achieved in the City as a whole, as well as within public services and CPP partners.

In this report, meaningful participation means active and direct involvement by disabled people in the planning, delivery and evaluation of services and interventions. The findings of the 22 April 2021 event indicate three levels to this:

i. Micro-level: Service delivery or individual social care and support.

Achieving participation at the level of individual support means shifting the process for decisions on how individual services are provided from an ethos of being person-centred to an ethos of being person-led. Person-led transfers autonomy, agency and self-determination to disabled people. This achieves meaningful individual support and empowerment.

ii. Macro-level: systems, policies, strategic and structural decision-making

Achieving participation in systems, services and policymaking requires the elimination of barriers - and an active welcome - to disabled peoples’ collective participation in all CPP systems, services, and policy-making processes. This needs to be at all stages of the policymaking, implementation and evaluation cycle, and at the highest levels of seniority. This achieves meaningful strategic co-design.
iii. Meso-level: the superglue that enables the micro-level and macro-level to meaningfully involve disabled people

Achieving i. and ii. firstly rests on work done at the meso-level to enable disabled peoples’ collective empowerment, notably through DPOs. This is the essential underpinning to both individual person-led participation and system-level collective participation because it enables the capacity building that is necessary to achieve active and direct involvement by disabled people in the planning, delivery and evaluation of services and interventions. Secondly, the empowerment of the public service workforce is necessary to enable this participation. Combined, these would achieve a more level playing field.

A participant at the 22 April 2021 event expressed why it is necessary to work at all levels:

‘Jenny Morris (a leading disability academic) talked about coproduction/user involvement as a ‘currency’. It’s what gives disabled people power. Like currency, you’ve got pennies, coppers. Little things like making sure the information you give people is accessible. It’s not going to change the world, but it’s necessary. Then you’ve got big bank notes, £50, things like the way you devolve power. Maybe you would commission a DPO to deliver a service, or give us veto over who delivers contracts. At strategic level, these have much more impact. Like currency, it’s all valuable and all plays its part. You wouldn’t throw your coppers away just because they’re smaller than £50 notes.’

Meaningful participation by disabled people needs to be successfully achieved at the three levels and across CPP partners, in order for public services to be inclusive of disabled people. However, for disabled people to attain full citizenship alongside the rest of the population, the 22 April 2021 event also emphasised the importance of: equalising disabled peoples’ participation in the wider public realm; considering diversity within disabled people; and digital inclusion/exclusion in the post-Covid world.
4. Findings

The 22 April 2021 codesign event involved two workshops in which combinations of disabled people and public service officers discussed:

- What works?
- Where can disabled people’s involvement strengthen the work that you do?
- What are the opportunities in your organisation for disabled people to influence?
- What are the blockages and enablers to achieving change, building on what works?
- Three recommendations for Community Planning and wider partners.
- One action to take away.

Full notes were taken of the workshop and feedback sessions. The main themes were as below. In the workshops people discussed examples and made points which exemplify the themes. These are quoted anonymously.

a. Public services

i. Micro-level: Service delivery or individual social care and support.

How can social workers, managers and PAs change their approach from being person-centred to being person-led? One disabled participant described how good being empowered by services feels:

‘I have had to have carers since 2016, which I’ve hated, because I’ve always been so independent. After four years, I’ve found out that you’re supposed to have assessments every year, but alas that hadn’t been happening. There’s a new social care worker in my area. Had an assessment, and I felt listened to. I didn’t feel demeaned. A lot of people who have carers are older and people can speak about you at the side, as if you’re not there. I say, you can ask me. I felt very affirmed and it was very positive. So that was really good. It was the first time I really felt that way since having help from carers.’
Another participant described her proactive social workers and conveyed a sense of how this can work and how independent living can feel. However, she still needed a collective voice, in her case through GDA:

‘For myself, I’ve always worked... I want to live my life, live in my house, work, socialise, go out, go to the cinema, visit friends, go abroad. I wanted to do all the things everybody else did... it’s vital to have a proactive social worker. She’s a conduit to your care and what you’re gonna get. If you have proactive one, who’s on the money – it’s life-changing. The last two I’ve had have been great. Now I’ve got PAs and agency. I can live my life now, the way I want it. I can do what I want, when I want. Even though my condition is degenerative and I have to keep adapting, I’ve got these people in my life to support me to live the way I can... If you’ve got a good social worker, it allows you to have a voice. The only difficult thing has been trying to get my voice heard... I recognise that I’ve also had support and connections to help me use my voice - through GDA and in my life because I’ve worked. So it is working. It’s allowed me to stay in my home and do what I want to do.’

In terms of capacity building for individual voice, her workshop noted the importance of training by and for disabled people on how to manage social care, such as that provided by Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living (http://www.gcil.org.uk/support/gcil-support-training.aspx).

The workshops also revealed that officers can also have strong personal connections with disabled people and use of social care. A service manager’s work has been impacted by lived experience after her mum needed care. The officer said she ‘felt the system first hand’; her mum was not being listened to or respected in the way she hoped she would be, and the officer wanted to use this difficult experience to improve services for everyone.

**ii. Macro-level: systems, policies, strategic and structural decision-making**

Public service officers and managers at the event highlighted opportunities to build strategic engagement with disabled people. For example:

‘... it really is about trust – we have a real issue with that (at GCC): when we consult we’re not really trusted by community groups. We need to build that. We also need to work on co-creation.’
‘Culture shift right at the top needed, so this is the first thing on everyone’s mind when we start … I genuinely don’t think engagement is currently box-ticking, but it’s not high enough up the agenda to do at the right time in the right way.’

‘… disabled people’s voices could strengthen the work we do greatly.’

Building trust and moving to co-creation at strategic level was also endorsed by disabled people at the event: ‘Continued focus on consultation highlights ‘us and them’.’

In terms of solutions, suggestions were made:

‘We can learn from good practice elsewhere. Social Security Scotland has done effective engagement with disabled people, like with experience panels. We can learn from that.’

‘It’s not necessarily about the numbers of people who took part, it’s getting the right people, supported, and the change that resulted.’

People discussed how to make this more efficient for officers and for DPOs:

‘Often GDA, People First etc. are responding to multiple requests, chasing down requests. Do we need a more integrated forum for requests like these, creating ongoing relationships, feeding in early enough to influence direction?’

‘Pulling together the vast practice and experience of disabled people that’s out there in a way that means disabled people and other groups aren’t having to say the same things over and over again to 10 groups of people. Having a certain forum that can connect and link in and be more effective.’

The double diamond diagram (page 4) helped to clarify the problem that needs to be solved. A workshop group leader made notes on this:

‘(officer name) really appreciated the diamond diagram and agreed that it would be much better to involve disabled voices far earlier. She recognised that we know good practice, but that this is not always implemented from the start. (Officer name) expressed that we need to have some difficult conversations to start to improve things. And also highlighted that there is a massive increase in demand on GCHSCP, especially due to Covid.’
iii.  **Meso-level: the superglue that enables the micro-level and macro-level to meaningfully involve disabled people**

A disabled person at the 22 April event expressed the difference that DPOs make to disabled people, in terms of identity, confidence and capacity building:

> ‘When I first became disabled, I refused to identify like this. Using my wheelchair was a big deal. It was almost like my life was over, right until I joined GDA. Before that, I would throw myself off my wheelchair to a chair, just so I wouldn’t be disabled. When I joined GDA, their capacity building is what made me think, I’ve got value... It allowed me to believe in myself... Through GDA’s support I got to know myself - knowing I am who I am, and that’s ok, and you still have a voice. That allowed me to go to college initially, just because I had the courage from the capacity building that GDA does... I still continue to learn and continue to challenge the status quo when I see things that I don’t like. That’s been really positive for me.’

How can services best work with the collective ‘voice’ of disabled people? An officer highlighted that whilst facilitating meaningful participation by disabled people is new for some officers, they needed to find ways and means to start the process:

> ‘It’s about understanding that lots of the people we’re talking about within HSCP might not have done anything like this, true engagement and coproduction. A starting point would be, how do we work together to know what good looks like for Maximising Independence. Let’s see how we can get this right. Recommend a way to co-create how to do that.’

Another officer described the psychological difference between working with disabled individuals and working with disabled people as a group: ‘We’ve got some nice examples here of coproduction at an individual level with social workers. But events become scarier.’ A complementary perspective was given from a DPO: ‘I think a main reason for lack of participation is because the staff are disempowered. Limited by the status quo and a sense of having no real power to change it.’

However, fear and disempowerment did not happen for all officers, some of whom already worked with DPOs to involve disabled people:

> ‘I’m sort of a Place Standard rep for GCC – this led to work... that was missing from the Place Standard which involved GDA Young Drivers For Change and a walkround exercise in (name) Park. (Continued over)’
Through PB work on parks and green space worked with GDA young people’s group in Pollok. The recruitment process for my parks and green spaces was described as “innovative” by the Scottish Government... recently I’ve got back to ... setting priorities with the community on parks and green spaces – accessibility came out as the number one priority. I’m now designing workshops together with the community and GDA YDFC on accessibility ... Doing all of this is about having conversations and hearing people’s stories. One area to improve – there are “Friends Of” parks groups all over the city, would be good getting more people to join and ask about things like each group’s equality policies.

So, although fear and disempowerment may exist amongst some officers, there are examples of officers working with DPOs. One workshop argued that:

‘Empowering staff at all levels requires a leadership steer and culture change. At a service level, things can be done in terms of empowerment and relationships and the way we support people - empowering disabled people, their organisations and staff.’

The benefit to Glasgow of DPOs capacity building role was highlighted by a disabled person with a visual impairment. Limits remained, though:

‘... by far the most amount of consulting I’ve done has been through GDA. GDA know the skills, passion and experience I have and get me involved in things e.g. building and street design consultations. GDA makes events accessible. One experience that was really good was a street design consultation where we actually got to go out on to the street with the designers. The breakdown came with how the info we gave fed into the final result.’

The same person described the opposite experience where thoughtless exclusion of people with a visual impairment was rescued by a DPO:

‘Example from Avenues project – consultants had placed ads in the paper to get people involved in consultation – didn’t realise how that might be an issue for VI people!! Having GDA there to spot these things and get us involved is great.’
A representative from a DPO of people with learning disabilities described how they facilitate meaningful participation from the outset, and from which services can learn:

‘An example of what works is from People First, we start from the beginning. People are prepared by development workers for meetings etc. so that they can take part effectively - agendas and papers are sent out well in advance to help people participate. Important to have other ways to get people involved, multiple ways to participate. Important to take time at meetings so that people understand.’

A participant from a mental health user network reinforced this need for timeousness:

‘There needs to be support for people to be able to engage, to prepare for meetings and to engage in our agendas. For example, if (name of DPO) are given a document for a focus group a week before it has to take place this is not enough time to prepare people to participate and circulate the document.’

So, DPOs can ‘model’ inclusive participation. The need to build trust was a strong theme. A disabled participant thought that there was ‘a perception we’re going to say challenging things. If dialogue is done right and people are supported, there will be tension and difficult conversations, but you need that for change.’ A Public service officer reflected:

‘…organisations can be afraid of criticism. The knowledge people have is so useful – we need to remember why we’re involving people. On what (name) said – it’s important to say why we can’t do things. It builds the trust and honesty in the relationship. I worked with a disabled people’s forum up north, the manager always told it straight – not PR, everything is great when it’s not.’

Officers and disabled people in workshops discussed trust and mutual learning, for example:

**Disabled person:** Feedback on why something we suggest hasn’t been implemented is really important. Don’t be scared or run away from coming back to us and keeping us involved – we might not be happy but if you come back, explain and discuss we might come up with another solution.

**HSCP Officer:** That avoids the situation where we come back in future and ask you the same questions. It’s about honesty and transparency over what people can influence.

**Disabled person:** Learning goes both ways.
How to **move away from tokenism**, such as individual disabled people being on working groups, was also a concern shared by officers and disabled people. An officer said: ‘*We want to move away from that traditional meeting structure; you’re put in a corner, it’s tokenistic, we’ve ticked a box.*’ A disabled person responded:

‘OK - so on a practical level, how can I get involved? As an individual, but as a disabled person and member of (DPO). How can I help support the vision that (officers have) got? ... Somebody talked about the parameters. Let’s see if we can move them a bit. Let’s not look to the patterns that we’ve inherited. How do we create new paths so we don’t come up with the same things? ...Invite me to the meeting but don’t sit me in the corner and tick a box to say a disabled person was there.’

However, at the event, two service managers separately mentioned their work in getting disabled people onto steering groups. This was not seen to be adequate and risked tokenism. **The key is the role of DPOs in capacity-building for both ‘sides’ – for disabled people and for organisations that want to involve disabled people.**

Facilitation may also be necessary at the granular level in order to maximise productive dialogue: ‘*Encounters of all sorts often go awry due to bad facilitation, confrontational dynamics, rehearsed monologues, shallow exchanges, and the invisible barriers erected by specialised jargon and glorified bodies of expertise.*’ (Escobar, 2012, cit. Lightbody, 2017, p.10; see also Escobar, 2011). Both a public service officer and a DPO highlighted that having explicit and coproduced groundrules might also help to level up involvement and equalise power, and the SRTF Disability Workstream itself was cited as a good example in terms of process outcomes and building respect and trust.

Participants highlighted **how accountability could help** in terms of transforming participation from well-minded individuals to the system as a whole, to being everybody’s job. A DPO representative said:

‘It’s trying to embed that into the system so that it becomes independent of really good individuals who have the training, the leadership, to the policies and the way that people’s performance monitoring is done: how much coproduction have you been involved in today? How much power have you given away today? Build into the system for people who are meaningful in those roles.’
Accountability needs to be supported by monitoring. One workshop said:

‘... we can measure the participation itself, but what actually changed? Knowing that there are changes as a result of your actions and having those reported back – saying what you have done differently or changed.’

Equality Impact Assessments were one potential tool, one group arguing: ‘Why is participation and engagement not part of EQIA process?’ A workshop facilitator noted on behalf of their group:

‘Could EQIAs be more of a ‘shared process’ and IJB participation more meaningful? Involve disabled people in meaningful Equality & Human Rights Impact Assessments as part of a deliberative democratic process.’

Disability equality training was also seen as important – at all staff levels, prioritising the most senior levels (elected members, Principal Officers, Heads of Service, Chief Officers). This is distinctly delivered by DPOs and disabled people, training staff on barriers and solutions and in this way, DET is different from disability awareness training. DET is geared to support staff personal learning, development and CPD, to build understanding about disability and the disabling world. DET is a way for services to draw on disabled peoples’ expertise and lived experience. Officers highlighted resource constraints and lack of training budget. However a DPO representative suggested:

‘The CPP should come together to co-design training with DPOs, to be delivered by DPOs. This would save money and resources and improve standards across the whole CPP.’

DPOs have a role in terms of capacity building for disabled people. This can boost participation at the micro-level, in terms of individual voice. Aiding individual voice is fundamental to enabling the macro-level voice of disabled people, so increasing the active and direct involvement by disabled people in the planning, delivery and evaluation of services and interventions.

Disabled people face barriers – so do officers. However, officers – especially senior officers – hold the power, and the 22 April event demonstrated how some officers and services had worked with DPOs to tackle disabled peoples’ involvement. One reflection was that disabled people had hugely benefited from training, support and empowerment from DPOs increasing their skills and capacity to participate and collaborate.
b. Participation in the public realm – employment, community life and volunteering

To live as full citizens, disabled people need to be participating everywhere in Glasgow, able to take roles and responsibilities with the support they individually and collectively need. The 22 April event highlighted the barriers that exist in the public realm. The work to engage in volunteering as a disabled person was conveyed in the notes of a facilitator, the eventual success of which enabled more disabled people to participate:

‘It took 18 months for the workplace to implement the required changes (name) identified to be able to volunteer with them. However, since then other visually impaired people have been able to volunteer much more readily without a massive waiting time and they have become more inclusive overall. They now have not only visually impaired but also hearing-impaired volunteers since (name) joined. They make (name) feel encouraged and a valued member of the team.’

Another disabled participant highlighted ongoing physical barriers in the public realm:

‘… when you are asked to attend a meeting, go to a job interview or for a volunteering opportunity quite often when you get there you find that the building is not accessible so you are immediately blocked before you get there. It happens all the time. An example was when going for a meeting regarding volunteering for the Commonwealth Games, the entrance was down a set of stairs with no other option. Also when working at Hampden, the stadium was not easily accessible.’

Disabled people are hugely underrepresented at work, and the participation agenda is undermined by this too. A DPO representative said:

‘I think disabled people need to be employed at all levels of systems and structures. This isn’t coming from a place of blame, but it’s one thing that can help if there were disabled people employed. Not so they’re vulnerably exposed to be the sole spokesperson, but it would be great if there were diverse disabled people employed in systems all over the place.’
Another group argued that Glasgow should be:

‘... looking at improving education for disabled young people, improving support they get not just through transitions from school but into volunteering, further education, work experience. Anything that will raise attainment for young disabled people.’

Boosting disabled peoples’ participation in all areas of life will underpin disabled peoples’ equality.

c. The future is now: digital participation AND real-world participation

Accessible information and communication are necessary for disabled people to participate. One workshop recommended that:

‘Partners should ask disabled people about their communication and access support needs and then deliver on that. One way to start that is make sure that communications must be accessible and inclusive across the whole spectrum of communication.’

Officers at the event were keen to learn from DPOs on digital inclusion:

‘I’m assuming orgs like GDA will have found or refined innovative new ways to speak to people, digital etc. How can we learn from this and take it to the next level? We need to be making sure we understand the way people want to engage and be engaged with.’

However, the barriers are complex, and it is not just about the technology. A person from an organisation for people with learning disabilities said: ‘(Our) members are very digitally excluded. Some people are frightened to or don’t know how to use tech... some people have had no support to learn how to use tech.’

A person with visual impairment noted that they use a screen reader but their needs are still not considered, for example receiving pdfs that can’t be easily adapted even with best technology. They explained that assistive tech was lagging behind, for example being unable to make full use of the chat function in Zoom. They noted: ‘Disabled people need to be invited – (but this) doesn’t work if access is a problem.’

Digital is not the only solution to disabled peoples’ participation. But it needs attention and work to maximise accessibility (e.g. Inclusion Scotland, 2018) Involving DPOs to be involved in public services’ communications planning is one route forward (see e.g. GDA, 2020).
d. Diversity and disability – achieving meaningful participation for all disabled people

The 22 April 2021 event included people with learning disabilities, mental distress, physical impairments and sensory impairments, and combinations of impairments. Public services need to enable disabled peoples’ participation informed by an understanding of disabled peoples’ diversity and intersectionalities. There is nuance and interaction within and between all impairment types.

Disabled people’s life experiences vary and are further diverse because of other ‘intersectional’ identities, such as their gender, race, and class. BAME disabled people, and LGBTQ+ disabled people experience additional barriers to participation. We talked with BAME disabled people about barriers to participation. In terms of individual services, there is a lack of accessible information for BAME groups on social care, notably for older BAME disabled people, who are more likely to have English as a second language or prefer verbal information. Social care and other public services could hold regular drop-ins at mosques, Gurdwaras and so on. To change culture, more BAME disabled people need to be employed to manage and deliver social care and other public services. Monitoring of BAME disabled people employed by public services at all levels is needed. In terms of participation in policymaking, BAME disabled peoples’ ‘voices are sometimes heard, but then there is silence.’ BAME disabled people and their networks need to be actively included in regular meetings with policymakers, and accountability for decisions is needed. In the public realm, the group told us that whilst employers seem to like the kudos of visible BAME disabled volunteers, BAME disabled people don’t get employment opportunities (‘There’s five of us in this group, and given the chance, we’d work in a heartbeat’).

Training and accountability of employers is needed. BAME disabled peoples’ participation is as affected by austerity as any other disabled group, so at a wider level, cuts to services need to end and services need to grow in culturally appropriate ways.

How public services secure LGBTQ+ disabled peoples’ participation has long been on the agenda in Scotland. Rankin, Hiwatari and Scobie (2014) highlighted environmental, attitudinal and organisational barriers. A recent discussion amongst LGBTQ+ disabled members (’GDA Podcast – Our LGBT Histories’ at https://anchor.fm/gda) highlighted the ongoing need for distinctive recognition as an intersectional group, alongside person-led support on an individual level (’If you’re my partner, you’re automatically seen to be my carer or some heroic person coming into my life and putting up with me’).
At a collective level, the group highlighted the importance of safe spaces (*The biggest turning point for me feeling included and accepted as an LGBT disabled person was when GDA ran the LGBT group*) in order to develop shared voice, so ‘making sure that policies and things are challenged, and everything is not just the status quo because it’s detrimental to the disabled LGBT community the way it is.’ In the wider public realm, the group highlighted a need for more actively created LGBTQ+ meeting spaces that are both accessible and safe.

DPOs are increasingly developing intersectional networks amongst their members (e.g. GDA BAME disabled peoples’ Network, GDA LGBTQ+ disabled peoples’ Network). This is an added reason for getting DPOs, with their large memberships of disabled people, and their empowering networks for intersectional groups, involved in service planning.
## 5. Priority recommendations

‘Just because you can’t do everything, don’t make the mistake of not doing anything. Starting small and doing it right. Knowing you can make mistakes and not be frightened.’ (22 April 2021 participant)

The Double Diamond diagram (page 4) demonstrated that the wrong analysis leads to the wrong solutions, and the need to include disabled people from the outset. The above evidence suggests that to achieve equal participation by disabled people, the aims of Glasgow’s Community Plan, and the work of public services, need to include the following:

- Building a disability-inclusive Glasgow, post-Covid
- Fulfilling equality and human rights principles and obligations
- Enabling public services and DPOs to work together (meso level) to actualise change and empowerment for officers and disabled people at micro and macro levels
- Empowering public service leaders to engage DPO leaders to lead and embody the change (‘be the change they want to see in the world’)
- Supporting disabled people to participate in all areas of the public realm
- Developing inclusive digital approaches to complement inclusive in-person approaches to participation
- Incorporating diversity and intersectionality amongst disabled people.

The Disability Workstream, supported by a researcher from University of Glasgow’s Centre for Disability Research, recommends the actions in the following table. There is a balance of recommended actions for leaders and CPP partners, and for disabled people and DPOs. The recommendations in this Participation report interconnect with recommendations in the other three SRTF Disability Workstream reports on Poverty and Work, Health and Social Care, and Mental Health.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Who</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>• Take a collective decision to implement the actions in this report with cross party support at Disability Workstream level (which has cross party input)</td>
<td>GCC SRTF and Disability Workstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GCC elected members</td>
<td>• DPOs support disabled people’s participation through offer of Disability Equality Training (DET) for GCC Planning Partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Disability Equality Training (DET)</td>
<td>• Number of Cllrs and CPP Heads taking up DET as a CPD/learning opportunity</td>
<td>DPO leads and members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Officers in different CPP organisations taking up DET as a CPD/learning opportunity</td>
<td>• Number of officers in CPP organisations being trained by DPOs and disabled people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Progress at 6 months**
- Early wins progressed e.g., DET

**Progress at 12 months**
- Progress on more recommendations

**Indicators**
- Report is agreed and progressed by SRTF
- Report is influential and recommendations being implemented
- Early wins progressed e.g., DET
- Progress on actions reviewed by SRTF, GCPP partners and Disability Workstream
- Progress on more recommendations
- Progress reviewed by SRTF, GCPP partners and Disability Workstream

**Who**
- GCC SRTF and Disability Workstream
- GCC elected members
- Heads of all Community Planning Partners
- DPO leads and members
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Who</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Progress at 6 months</th>
<th>Progress at 12 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Heads of all Community Planning Partners and Glasgow DPO Network leads jointly engage to strategically co-ordinate improvements in disabled peoples’ participation in policy/service development, including through coproduction and codesign</td>
<td>Number of CPP Heads and DPO leads collaborating</td>
<td>Active collaboration between DPOs and CPP Heads</td>
<td>Resources secured to drive participation process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Heads of all Community Planning Partners and Glasgow DPO Network leads jointly engage to strategically co-ordinate improvements in disabled peoples’ participation in policy/service development, including through coproduction and codesign</td>
<td>Number of changes made</td>
<td>Application for joint resource to strategically support process to transform disabled peoples’ participation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of CPP Heads and DPO leads collaborating</td>
<td>Resources gained to support process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Strategic representation of disabled people</td>
<td>Heads of all Community Planning Partners and DPO leads and DPO members</td>
<td>DPO / DPO members’ representation increases on strategic planning groups and decision-making groups across CPP organisations</td>
<td>Number of strategic planning groups and decision-making groups across CPP organisations that have DPO / DPO members’ representation</td>
<td>Establish current baseline of DPO / DPO member representation in CPP organisation strategic planning groups and decision-making groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• DPO / DPO members’ representation increases on strategic planning groups and decision-making groups across CPP organisations</td>
<td>Prioritisation of CPP areas that disproportionately impact on disabled peoples’ participation</td>
<td>Agree improvements</td>
<td>Monitor improvements across CPP services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Capacity-building to enable disabled people to participate at micro and macro levels</td>
<td>DPO leads</td>
<td>Participation activities for disabled people - human rights; disability identity; collaborative working; peer support; intersectionalities etc.</td>
<td>Number of disabled people taking part in capacity-building activities</td>
<td>Capacity-building activities delivered to increased number of diverse disabled people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Heads of all Community Planning Partners, including DPO leads and DPO members</td>
<td>6 Tackling city-wide disability inequality</td>
<td>Ensure Place-Based Approaches, including Participatory Budgeting, are equalities-proofed to avoid widening inequalities for disabled people</td>
<td>Number of officers, including at community anchor organisations, trained in equalities competence in place-based approaches</td>
<td>Co-monitor and systematically improve Disabled People’s Equality - particularly in place based approaches-working with DPOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Who</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Indicators</td>
<td>Progress at 6 months</td>
<td>Progress at 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Heads of all Community Planning Partners</td>
<td>Equality Outcome leads in CPP organisations</td>
<td>Co-designed Equality Outcomes and actions co-designed and involve disabled people, with DPOs resourced to support participation</td>
<td>Co-designed Equality Outcomes and actions co-designed and involve disabled people, with DPOs resourced to support participation</td>
<td>Co-designed Equality Outcomes and actions co-designed and involve disabled people, with DPOs resourced to support participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EQIA leads in CPP organisations</td>
<td>Number of Equality Outcomes and actions co-designed and involve disabled people, with DPOs resourced to support participation</td>
<td>Number of EQIAs co-designed and involve disabled people, with DPOs resourced to support participation</td>
<td>Number of EQIAs co-designed and involve disabled people, with DPOs resourced to support participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joint monitoring participated by DPO equality leads and CPP heads</td>
<td>Actions taken to advance disabled people’s participation</td>
<td>Ongoing joint monitoring to capture progress</td>
<td>Ongoing joint monitoring to capture progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff throughout CPP organisations advance participation by disabled people</td>
<td>Co-designed EQIAs completed in more service areas</td>
<td>Co-designed EQIAs completed in more service areas</td>
<td>Co-designed EQIAs completed in more service areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing monitoring, including by DPO equality leads and CPP heads</td>
<td>Joint monitoring by DPO leads and CPP Heads</td>
<td>Ongoing joint monitoring, including by DPO leads and CPP Heads</td>
<td>Ongoing joint monitoring, including by DPO leads and CPP Heads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equality outcomes and related priority actions to be co-designed and designed with DPOs</td>
<td>Equality outcomes and related priority actions to be co-designed and designed with DPOs</td>
<td>Equality outcomes and related priority actions to be co-designed and designed with DPOs</td>
<td>Equality outcomes and related priority actions to be co-designed and designed with DPOs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transforming participation for disabled people in Glasgow beyond Covid-19
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Who</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Progress at 6 months</th>
<th>Progress at 12 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility: real world and online world</td>
<td>Heads of all Community Planning Partners, DPO leads</td>
<td>Co-design actions within existing strategies, plans and services to improve real-world accessibility for disabled people across Glasgow</td>
<td>Evidence of increased participation and access to the real-world environment for disabled people</td>
<td>Further increases in real-world accessibility for disabled people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other

Employment of disabled people by CPP organisations
6. Conclusion

‘Just because you can’t do everything, don’t make the mistake of not doing anything. Starting small and doing it right. Knowing you can make mistakes and not be frightened.’ (22 April 2021 participant)

The active and direct involvement by disabled people in the planning, delivery and evaluation of services and interventions in Glasgow is core to the City’s post-Covid recovery, and so to build back fairer (Marmot et al, 2020). Key to achieving this is that the above recommendations are embraced and championed by elected members and senior service leads across the CPP, working together with Disabled Peoples’ Organisations in Glasgow.
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8. Participation resources and contacts

a. Disabled Peoples’ Organisations in Glasgow

Glasgow Disability Alliance: https://gda.scot/
Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living: http://www.gcil.org.uk/
People First: https://peoplefirstscotland.org/
Mental Health Network: https://www.mhngg.org.uk/
Flourish House: https://www.flourishhouse.org.uk/
b. Resources to support disabled peoples’ participation

Rough guide to inclusive engagement with disabled people:
https://gda.scot/resources/budgeting-for-equality/ (see Appendix 1)

Action research about participation for disabled people in Glasgow:
https://gda.scot/resources/budgeting-for-equality/

Inclusion of disabled people in Participatory Budgeting:
https://gda.scot/resources/participatory-glasgow-leaving-no-one-behind/

The problem with Disability Awareness simulation exercises:
https://ilmi.ie/a-day-in-my-wheels/

9. Participation resources and contacts


Inclusion Scotland (2018) Accessible Social Media Guide. Available at: https://inclusionscotland.org/get-informed/guides


